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KWTC 890725 Ask the heavens to drop virtues in the center of your palm
Tuesday SSS - Know Yourself
(Ardas Bhayee)
20 minutes: Just like this and ask the heavens to drop in your palm the
virtues, meditate. This is the Sun finger, this goes here just like this,
sixty degree out, not straight, straight asking is disrespect, sixty degree,
ask the heavens to drop virtues in the center of your palm, close
your eyes and meditate on it, that is the only one idea. Let heaven drop
virtues in the palm of your, palm of your hand and from the closed
eyes, behind the eyes feel it that it is dropping or not, behind your eyes,
concentrate, not in the third eye point behind your eye concentrate.
Right behind your eyes concentrate, it will be a great experience if you
concentrate behind your eyes and see your palm of the hand is fulfilled
and when it start getting fulfilled, it will start becoming heavier like a
lead, it will not be your hand then but it won’t come down, it is very
unfortunate, there is no adversity in your life now, present, or future whose result you cannot change by this
meditation.
Ask Wahe Guruji, Sat Namji the true identity of God, the great identity of God, there are two identities of Godone is two identity of God Sat Namji other is when you word use the Ji Siri Sat Namji, Siri Wahe Guruji then you
complete the trinity of the world, universe, just understand Siri is the female power, factual is center, Ji is the holy
ghost, whatever you want to call it, and this is a rap, but this is how it goes. Ask the true identity of the great and
the great identity of the great to fill your hand and I tell you believe me or not moment your virtues will start
coming you will feel bit by bit your hand becoming absolutely of a lead then you will find a gravity of lead first,
then you will find the weight of a silver, third you find the weight of the gold, and finally you feel the weight of
the platinum.
And play the tape bountiful, beautiful, so that they cannot freak out.
Steady, you have your own strength, your own commitment, and your own reality, try it. You can change your
destiny, this is one Kriya which is real. Concentrate behind your eyes.
(‘I am bountiful....’ tape is played.)
YB: Keep up.
(The tape stops.)
YB: Inhale deep, inhale concentrate on the back of your eyes, exhale. Inhale deep, concentrate, let it go.
Inhale deep, feel fulfilled, concentrate behind the eyes and ask the unknown to fulfill your best of wishes,
grant you the bountiful, beautiful, blissfulness of life, let it go.
Now slowly and gradually try to breathe long, and deep, and relax your hand as much as you can but very slowly,
very slowly it should not come down just a thud but just slowly, very slowly, as slowly you can do better you will
be. There is no hurry, no train is leaving the station, don’t do everything with hurry, just breathe and let it be.
Your both hands has to slowly come down, very slowly breathe long and deep and slow, let both hands lose them
hands let them be slowly, slowly, slowly, concentrate behind the eyes, let them come down. No racetrack, just
slow and steady. Please take your both hands up and stretch, stretch, stretch, stretch, stretch, stretch to the height,
stretch, stretch, stretch hard and stretch upward, now shake up, entire spine with the power of hands, that is the
idea, shake up the spine with the power of the hands, all right, relax.
How was it?
Student: (---).
YB: Just understand, you want to do the other meditation.
Students: Yes sir.

YB: No, no, no, no, I am teaching you tools, I am not interested you use them or not, I’ll be gone, you will be left
alone, these tool will be just me to help you as I help you today in body, I want to help you through your mind,
through your self. You know this pinky, pinky this scout salute…
With your thumb and lock your pinky and three things and just do it like this, exactly what you did, difficult?
Oh is the thing to do. I don’t know where you come from, sometime I wonder. I have never seen that mush land
from where you appeared. We used to do five hours of meditation, never utter a word and if we ever complained,
we came out with absolutely blue butts and shoulders broken, and that was
a just a very kindness of the teacher, didn’t let us rest. All right set?
Put that musical side of the Ardas Bhai Amar Das Guru, see what it does
to you, I mean, I am just trying to compare notes, forget about how, how
hard it will be, who cares. One evening hardness won’t bother, we’ll do it
for another ten minutes let it go then, come on hey, eleven minutes (in
class 6) put that only the music side of it. Hey you, you can sing with it, it
will be only a music, pinky, pinky, pinky both side pinky.
(The music of ‘Ardas Bhai Amar Das Guru...’)
YB: Your son did all correct, this little guy. Do it with heart this is a
undeniable Ardas. You have locked the earth.
(The tape stops.)
YB: Inhale deep, hold the breath and repeat the prayer mentally, let it go. Inhale deep, hold it, let it go.
Inhale deep, deep, deep, deep, deep, this is going to be ready, relax. Thank you.
When you lock the pinky you lock the earth and when with both left and right Ida and Pingala you lock the planet
earth heavens have no other way to come down, therefore it is irrevocable prayer and those words Ardas Bhai
Amar Das Guru, that those words are for the prayer when there is no possible mind together to pray. There comes
a moment when you want to pray, there is no prayer possible, your mind is not together, environments are not
together, you are not together, that prayer Ardas Bhai Amar Das Guru, Amar Das Guru Ardas Bhai, Ram Das
Guru, Ram Das Guru, Ram Das Guru Sachie Saie, seals it.
LECTURE
.... Ask him there is a tremendous amount of rattling in it.
Student: (---).
YB: In the front of the jeep which is got to be checked before I drive, it can blow up. Hey, you go.
Today is a very crucial day and I hope you understand what I am going to tell you today. Alertness of personality
is based on three things-you are alert consciously, you are alert subconsciously, and you are alert unconsciously
and when you are alert, that does not mean you are awake, when you are alert that does not mean you know, and
when you are alert that does not mean you are truthful, and you are right, and every positive thing. Alert does not
mean all that, alert means only three things, you are alert consciously, you are alert subconsciously, and you are
alert unconsciously, if three states of mind are alert then the person, personality, identity is alert and such person
can assert life in happiness.
People are very corrupt, they go in middle ages they become victim of middle ages, they call it middle age crisis,
when they are poor they are victim of poverty, they are rich they are victim of richness, they are having a sex they
are absolutely criminally involved and victim of their sexual life. No person is free and no person is a person by
itself, you are all corrupt, liar, momentary, and absolutely out of the way human being. You are not even
supposed to be called a worm. There are five billion people on the earth who are victim to a emotion, to a feeling,
to a projection, to a dream, or to a state of unconscious dream, conscious dream, subconscious dream God knows
who you are.
Nobody knows who you are because you do not know who you are, when it is a time to sex you axe it, when it is
a time to eat you go on a dieting, when it is time to go dieting you overeat, when it is a time to be nice you start
throwing tantrums, when it is a time to do a drama you go silent, everybody acts to the environments opposite to

exert themselves. You are known as, among the animal kingdom you are known as God’s shit, yes, yes, yes the
birds call you that, the animals call you that, the underworld sea and every, everything every life thinks you are
God’s poop because they can’t understand your actions are absolutely illogical, irrational, and unconventional to
all mother nature’s actions and reaction. Some of you are living the life of a mother, some of you are living the
life of opposite of a mother, somebody’s father, father is very exact and eternally good and all that, she will
always end up with totally neurotic people who are just ridiculous men. You find out, you will find absolutely a
man in your life who will be opposite to the goodness of your father and your father is always opposite to the
goodness of his father.
So what is we are doing, we are just yo-yo’s, our attitude is live somebody’s life, what about our life. When a
person is going to be alert and lives one’s own life? When a person is going to be what a person is going to be?
God didn’t make you to be a byproduct of mother and father, they, they were vehicles. How many times you
drive through the road, you totally get lost into the scenery, give me a break, and once you get into lost in the
scenery you will never make it. You are getting lost into the actions and reactions or your papa and mama, and
your neighbors, and my uncle tried to have intercourse with me and father wanted to do me in and my uncle’s
brother same thing, and in the school something, you know you have a stories. They were yesterday.
You are the most tragic history of the living being because you carry yesterday in tomorrow and you will carry it
today. Therefore you are useless, hopeless, and tragic, three things comes to humans. If you just understand two
birds talking and you must understand playing, you know what they say, “This idiot is a human, doesn’t know a
thing.” That’s what they say because you do not satisfy any emotional pattern, do you know that. You humans
who talk about emotions and feelings and consciousness and meditation and God knows what we talk about,
religion and the whole thing you are the supreme creation of God and you create wars, you kill everything in the
world. You have done to this earth so much damage the earth doesn’t know what to do it to itself. You have
absolutely no feeling to follow the pattern of any emotions, and you have no idea to follow into the pattern of any
idea, you are a bunch of insecure human beings who are trying to make look good.
Your entire knowledge come what your father did to you, what your mother did to you, what your neighbor did to
you, you have never decided, even today among you, go inside and look at it you have never decided even today
to look at as you, for you, within you, unto you, you understand, does it stick somewhere.
What is the purpose that you cannot live as you? Answer me, Mukta…
Student: (---). YB: Aah. Student: (---).
YB: No, no, no, we don’t , no, no, no don’t try to blame others, distract it, by whom, you want a excuse.
Student: (---). YB: No, your nothing to do with it. Yeah.
Student: (---). YB: You have never tried to know who you are, really, you have never tried to know what your
reality is, you have never tried to acknowledge your reality, and you have never tried to assert your reality, what
did I say?
Student: (---). YB: You will find every excuse in the book to be catered to, you know, you want three thingsyou want to be catered to, you want to be acknowledged and you want to be paid attention, come on, three things
say it loud.
Students: You want to be catered to, you want to be acknowledge, and you want to be paid attention.
YB: That will never pay your bill, and that will never cook your food, and you always be raped by every dog in
the town. Anybody who can smell you out, understand you are insecure will attack you if they cannot physically
rape you, they will rape your psyche, if they cannot rape your otherwise they will insult you, if they cannot do
anything they will try to use and abuse you, they will make a football out of you, you will be a part of the practice
of the baseball.
The only thing in life which is worthwhile to be alert is consciously, subconsciously, unconsciously is that you
must know you are you, and you must feel it, and you must feel it and you must deal it, and you must play it, and
you must project it. If you within you is not important, God outside and inside is not important at all, you don’t
know a thing. Men separate from wives, wives separate from men, men feel bad about women, women feel bad
about men, you know why? We conflict; neither we know you, nor we let the man know what his you is, two
you, you end up saying like dogs and that’s all we hear. You know how dogs do, you know the puppies, that’s
how you talk, you told me this, you told me that, you told me… You love to blame, you always love to blame.
Twenty years I have done this therapy here and counseled everybody, everybody is so sick all they tell me is there

is something else to be blamed because you never acknowledge yourself, therefore you never blame yourself,
therefore you will never correct yourself, therefore never you can be you.
‘Kabir Sab Saie Hum Buraie Hum Saie Buro Nako, Hum Saie Buro Na Kohie.’ Whatever that Kabir says
(I am the worst of all, there is nobody worst than me, because if you do not know your worst you don’t know your best.)

You are afraid to know your worst. First know your worst then know your best, then keep the worst and go in the
bathroom and sink it out, take the best and give it to others, without asking in return anything because if you ask
anything in return you will get the other person propositions and proposals and position and miseries and hidden
and unhidden agendas you will never be a sovereign.
Whatever come to you put it on the altar, bow to it, dedicate it to, including the sex and the husband, that is one
thing woman has to learn, her approach to man is absolutely a simple approach, it is a gift from God. If the man
is not a gift from God life is a rift, rift, rift; either you are pervert, or you are a prostitute, there is no third word for
you in the body of a good looking a woman.
Human has only one escape-everything is a gift, all right if it is not from God from the unknown, if it is not from
unknown, something, anything call it anything. Life is a gift because pranas are gift, so whatever sustain prana
has to be a gift. Otherwise within your surrounding, within you and over you, above you, below you, right of
you, left of you, there will be nothing but a rift, there will be no goodness but gulf, you will be totally drowned in
your own negativity, you don’t need enemy, you don’t need to call the neighbor to make you miserable, you are
miserable by your own right.
So therefore, please learn to be creative to know your defects first, de-facts, if you want the facts first know the
de-facts, when you know the de-facts then find out how the de-facts keep you away from defects, nobody keeps
you away from the facts, your defects. The only way that you can have self consciousness and self
acknowledgement and self respect you must totally, privately, personally verify your defects. And find out how
you are kept away from facts, and once you find where the facts are they are yours and this is a very simple
lifestyle. Before people find your defects and embarrass you, before people find your defects and harass you,
before people find your defects and make you miserable you find your own defects, so you can be absolutely
strong and capable of handling, facing, and confronting.
There is a very truck driver language but you got to learn it, it is a truck driver language, therefore I am not part of
it, I am just repeating it for your knowledge, bitch has a itch but she cannot stitch, you know what I have said, it is
not a compliment but this is how they say and you mean to say those people who drive day and night sitting and
honking there life if they have this kind of psychological feeling about a woman which is the grassroot feeling
you think the sophisticated people have a better feeling? If you do not want to be a victim you must be victorious,
there is no two alternatives to life, either be a victim or be a victorious, if you want to be a victorious, you must
know your defect before they get to you on them if you do not know, you, you cannot defend yourself.
Self knowledge is not knowing how many long nose you have, self knowledge is how many defects you have and
how much away impulsively, emotionally, consciously, unconsciously, and subconsciously they keep you away
from your factual life.
What is a machine that you write a letter here and the other gets the exact….
Student: (---).
YB: Well, machine can get it you can get it. Fact your, fact your, fact your, fact your, fact your de-facts life shall
be free, happy, conscious, and absolutely enjoyable.
I am going to do one meditation with you which you can do in your private life because normally you freak out
when you are effectively defective, when you are…
Students: Effectively defective.
YB: And there is no rhythm in life that you can get out by counseling, neither by religion, nothing. Yoga and
this Raj Yog, this golden link of Guru Ram Das provides a very safe clue to it, man has the right to go to a ditch
depth they call it from which you can’t jump out, it is called self-pit, it is called self-pity, when you put your self
into the pit you come out the self-pity and self-pity is the one of the biggest disease. Once a woman gets into the
self-pity she is totally ruined, it is a quicksand, more you try to come out of it more deeper you go. Medical
science can give you B-complex and other stuff, uppers but that is a for a short while, then you start having side
effects, but are you ready to do that tonight in this cold wonderful evening, got it.

18 minutes: Just like this and ask the heavens to drop in your palm the
virtues, meditate. This is the Sun finger, this goes here just like this,
sixty degree out, not straight, straight asking is disrespect, sixty degree,
ask the heavens to drop virtues in the center of your palm, close
your eyes and meditate on it, that is the only one idea. Let heaven drop
virtues in the palm of your, palm of your hand and from the closed
eyes, behind the eyes feel it that it is dropping or not, behind your eyes,
concentrate, not in the third eye point behind your eye concentrate.
Right behind your eyes concentrate, it will be a great experience if you
concentrate behind your eyes and see your palm of the hand is fulfilled
and when it start getting fulfilled, it will start becoming heavier like a
lead, it will not be your hand then but it won’t come down, it is very
unfortunate, there is no adversity in your life now, present, or future whose result you cannot change by this
meditation.
Ask Wahe Guruji, Sat Namji the true identity of God, the great identity of God, there are two identities of Godone is two identity of God Sat Namji other is when you word use the Ji Siri Sat Namji, Siri Wahe Guruji then you
complete the trinity of the world, universe, just understand Siri is the female power, factual is center, Ji is the holy
ghost, whatever you want to call it, and this is a rap, but this is how it goes. Ask the true identity of the great and
the great identity of the great to fill your hand and I tell you believe me or not moment your virtues will start
coming you will feel bit by bit your hand becoming absolutely of a lead then you will find a gravity of lead first,
then you will find the weight of a silver, third you find the weight of the gold, and finally you feel the weight of
the platinum.
And play the tape bountiful, beautiful, so that they cannot freak out.
Steady, you have your own strength, your own commitment, and your own reality, try it. You can change your
destiny, this is one Kriya which is real. Concentrate behind your eyes.
(‘I am bountiful....’ tape is played.)
YB: Keep up.
(The tape stops.)
YB: Inhale deep, inhale concentrate on the back of your eyes, exhale. Inhale deep, concentrate, let it go.
Inhale deep, feel fulfilled, concentrate behind the eyes and ask the unknown to fulfill your best of wishes,
grant you the bountiful, beautiful, blissfulness of life, let it go.
Now slowly and gradually try to breathe long, and deep, and relax your hand as much as you can but very slowly,
very slowly it should not come down just a thud but just slowly, very slowly, as slowly you can do better you will
be. There is no hurry, no train is leaving the station, don’t do everything with hurry, just breathe and let it be.
Your both hands has to slowly come down, very slowly breathe long and deep and slow, let both hands lose them
hands let them be slowly, slowly, slowly, concentrate behind the eyes, let them come down. No racetrack, just
slow and steady. Please take your both hands up and stretch, stretch, stretch, stretch, stretch, stretch to the height,
stretch, stretch, stretch hard and stretch upward, now shake up, entire spine with the power of hands, that is the
idea, shake up the spine with the power of the hands, all right, relax.
How was it?
Student: (---).
YB: Just understand, you want to do the other meditation.
Students: Yes sir.
YB: No, no, no, no, I am teaching you tools, I am not interested you use them or not, I’ll be gone, you will be left
alone, these tool will be just me to help you as I help you today in body, I want to help you through your mind,
through your self. You know this pinky, pinky this scout salute…
With your thumb and lock your pinky and three things and just do it like this, exactly what you did, difficult?

Oh is the thing to do. I don’t know where you come from, sometime I wonder. I have never seen that mush land
from where you appeared. We used to do five hours of meditation, never utter a word and if we ever complained,
we came out with absolutely blue butts and shoulders broken, and that was
a just a very kindness of the teacher, didn’t let us rest. All right set?
Put that musical side of the Ardas Bhai Amar Das Guru, see what it does
to you, I mean, I am just trying to compare notes, forget about how, how
hard it will be, who cares. One evening hardness won’t bother, we’ll do it
for another ten minutes let it go then, come on hey, eleven minutes (in
class 6) put that only the music side of it. Hey you, you can sing with it, it
will be only a music, pinky, pinky, pinky both side pinky.
(The music of ‘Ardas Bhai Amar Das Guru...’)
YB: Your son did all correct, this little guy. Do it with heart this is a
undeniable Ardas. You have locked the earth.
(The tape stops.)
YB: Inhale deep, hold the breath and repeat the prayer mentally, let it go. Inhale deep, hold it, let it go.
Inhale deep, deep, deep, deep, deep, this is going to be ready, relax. Thank you.
When you lock the pinky you lock the earth and when with both left and right Ida and Pingala you lock the planet
earth heavens have no other way to come down, therefore it is irrevocable prayer and those words Ardas Bhai
Amar Das Guru, that those words are for the prayer when there is no possible mind together to pray. There comes
a moment when you want to pray, there is no prayer possible, your mind is not together, environments are not
together, you are not together, that prayer Ardas Bhai Amar Das Guru, Amar Das Guru Ardas Bhai, Ram Das
Guru, Ram Das Guru, Ram Das Guru Sachie Saie, seals it.

